
I. When SPOOBIS loses consciousness during experiments that turn his body into a 
‘super’, he loses his ability to control himself and fulfill his mission. He discovers 1. 
He’s trapped inside his own mind 2. He has lost his family 3. He must reach his 
Motor Function Port (power circuit), yet a group of strangers suddenly appear and 
‘hot wire’ his power circuit and hijack his body. He must wake up and regain control. 

II. While a supernova lights the sky above, a Planet freezes over, ELSIA and OBIE run 
for their lives from a pack of wild animals, toward the ‘room inside the high mountain’ 
(RITHM). Their plasma lamp and DRIDEON, a Star Dragon, help them to safety. 
Elsia uncovers her sleeping son, SPOOBIS and prepares a podship for him. Drideon 
follows the pod toward a wormhole, intercepting fighter ships in persuit, and 
changes the trajectory of their lives. When they all crash on Spoobis’ grandfather’s 
ship, it falls under attack, thunders of Star Dragons appear to return stolen stars to 
their universe. Autopilot-Delegates, Glyzzy and GunnaCuke, download into Spoobis’ 
head, “hot wire” him and settle in for a long mission. KELPHUS (another Star 
Dragon) and Drideon follow Spoobis to Leathos, the main planet of our saga. When 
the planet breaks, Kelphus and Drideon split up in order to reassemble the pieces 
together and bring harmony to their universes.  

III. Long ago, four STAR DRAGONS - a weapons maker, a metal smith, a scientist and 
their mastermind, NEREZZA, develop a dangerous frequency causing nearby stars 
to produce special drops of [fuel cell] glass and [a living] metal. They then discover a 
cryptic poem that supports their plan to steal Star Dragon stars. Nerezza shape 
shifts to look like the poet (BRAZZ), and commits crimes in his likeness. The poet 
disguises himself and goes underground to form the resistance. As Nerezza grow 
arsenals of tools, ships and armies, the frequency’s instability grows, too. The 
frequency phases a chunk of the Star Dragon planet, Petonyc and the nearby stars 
into a mostly starless quadrant, inside our universe. The frequency transmitter 
crumbles, stranding many Star Dragons, sparking a war. The poem elevates to 
prophecy status, as a war divides the three Star Dragon tribes into those who join 
Nerezza to build a new world on the ashes of the previous one, and those who must 
reform the frequency to return home.

THEMES: T Family, betrayal, community, things are often not as they seem. 
Sometimes bad things happen to good people. Never underestimate the power of 
small groups. Too much technology is dangerous. Not enough technology is 
dangerous. Mental health is real. Home is usually where you left [it] and you can rise 
to do great things, but you must believe.

I’m ready to join the quest!
Show Spoobis some love! 
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When six space delegates, who have lost their worlds are pulled into an ancient 
Star Dragon war, they must use their extra-sensory abilities to 

join the fight, reverse a prophecy and return home.
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